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Team Name
Mustache
Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
Stefan's Dream 12: Wikileaks
Pull-Start Diesel
House of Insani!Y
Meyer, Meyer Pants on Fire
Sigma Phi Nothing
Voodoo Dolls
Panties WAAY Too Tight
Legion of Doom's Last Ditch Effort
Some Loose Meat Sandwich Assembly RQD
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Candy-Gram for Mongo
The Chairleg of Truth
Nuyorican Poets Soiree
Trouble Among The Cheerleaders
Our Boob Tube is Bigger than Wonder Woman's
Slagamba!
Festivus For the Rest of Us
WWSD: During the Zombie A2ocaly2se
Intimate with ManSteimTeamRoller
Google Your Own Adventure
Non-Essential Government Workers
D.O.A. Hole
UQ, UQ In Uranus
Super Heroes In Training
Sleep-Deprived Squirrels
Captain Mustache
Captain Pants & the SPAM Avengers
Nancy Drew & the Hardy Boys
ET: Using Our Junk for Justice?
Case ofBrewskies
Nerd Party
Something Rhetorical
Nitsys Kids: Does This Ca2e Make Me Look Fat?
A Few Screws Loose
Evil League of Evil Dropouts
DDD: We're So Fly You Can't Even See Us
The Disciples: Up, Up, and Away
Shamelessly Nameless
Enjoy the Man Explosion

Total Score
14,990
14,955
14,765
14,730
13,875
13,630
13,465
13,290
13,060
12,945
12,920
12,895
12,420
12,350
12,290
12,275
12,020
11,715
11 ,685
11,665
11,640
11,440
11 ,195
10,805
10,550
10,395
10,220
10,140
10,065
10,010
9,995
9,765
9,675
9,565
9,510
9,295
9,220
8,885
8,745
8,395
8,335
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Collective Foote
Knee Deep in Theses
The Ambiguously Gay Trivia Team
Porcu2ine Petting Zoo
Apples to Implants
Turducken is People
Upward Thrust
Faster Than Speeding Buttcheeks
Su2er Martian Robot Girls{+ Minions}
Pirates of the Cranium
Dead Girls Don't St. Cloud
Just Wright
Happiness is a Penguin & Frog Trivia Team
GBCRE-Fricker Man, w/Major Payve & Friends
Benny Mandelbrot Possy
League of Jaycee Super Friends
Piglets 'R' Us
The Darth Side of The Force
H2Overlords: St. Paul Contingient
Far Q-http://iddx.net/- hollo/far_ q
Rich Corinthian Leather Remnants
Got Monkey
KVWN News Team-Assemble!
The Jum2 To Conclusions Mat
Superfreaks & Geek Boy
RedHammers
Superior Goldfish
H.O.H. Just For the Fun oflt
CarHarTarAtHa!:_QOafs
The Bad Horse Backup Singers

7,985
7,830
7,730
7,700
7,685
7,675
7,640
7,465
7,305
7,225
7,150
6,825
6,770
6,765
6,625
6,205
6,195
6,185
6,120
5,760
5,660
4,915
4,665
4,610
3,720
3,335
3,270
3,130
1,590
1,335

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 1

81.69%

30 points

Question: This SCSU alumna must have had her secret powers aligned w ith KVS C, as
she published a book in 2010 that matches our Trivia Superheroes theme. She
is a journalist, author and screenwriter who profiled the cartoonist community
in the Land of I 0,000 Lakes. Please tell us the name of the book, and of course,
the name of the SCSU alumna that penned it.
Answer: "Superheroes, Strip Artists, and Talking Animals" by Britt Aamodt

83 .10%

2

10 points

Question: "And So begins the startling adventures of the most sensational strip character
of all time." This modest statement was made at the end of the story that
launched what fictional character?
Answer: Superman (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

67.61%

3

20 points

Question: These Hanna Barbera characters consisted ofa monkey, a dog, an elephant and
a lion. They lived at an amusement park and were harassed by a gang of girls
called the Sour Grapes. On occasion the lion would change into a superhero.
What did he call himself?
Answer: Super Drooper

2.82%

4

40 points

Question: When Superhero Baby Bratz get lost, only Sasha remembers Gran's home
address. What is it?
Answer: 2039 Maple

90.14%

5

35 points

Question: AUDIO # 6755 : Please give us the first and last name of this speaker.
Answer: Jean Harlow

11.27%

6

75 points

Question: Visual #44.5: While not exactly superheroes, these 3 individuals sport unique
hair styles. By what names do these hair styles go by?
Answer: The Crow, The Wet Hen, The Bald Eagle

63.38%

7

30 points

Question: We have the Traveling Trivia Trophy, but two Midwestern towns located
across the river from each other have competed for a different trophy for over
20 years. Their method of competition? Tug of war! What does the trophy
represent and what two towns compete for it?
Answer: Bald Eagle (made of alabaster); Port Byron (Illinois), LeClaire (Iowa)

2.82%

8

30 points

Question: Who would think there would be a pamphlet on "the art of never being without
coffee"? Well this guide has Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced sections
showing the many ways and places this new brew can change your life. Please
give us the name of the product and the three advanced stages as named in the
free pamphlet.
Answer: Starbucks' Via (Product); The Superhero, The Lighthouse Keeper, The Guest
Chair on a Late Night Talk Show

88.73%

9

10 points

Question: Superman's first heroic exploit was to rescue a prisoner from a lynch mob. In
covering this story as Clark Kent, it helped Clark land his first job at what
newsapaper?
Answer: Daily Star (Daily Planet or Daily ... that would only be a partial)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 2

54.93%

65 points

Question: When the State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance Company 1st came to the state of
MN, they didn't want to hire separate agents, so, for a short time, they marketed
through a different agency. What was the name of the agency they marketed
under?
Answer: MN Farm Bureau Federation

88.73%

2

10 points

Question: What did Matt Groening want to name Comic Book Guy on "The Simpsons"?
Answer: Louis Lane

69.01%

3

20 points

Question: Maxwell Smart is an efficient spy guy - he has posted notes all over his
apartment to remind him of things. One note had buy Gold fish food, pickup up
opera tickets, work out and buy milk. What did the note on the fish bowl say?
Be specific please.
Answer: "Buy a new Goldfish"

57.75%

4

50 points

Question: This Christmas song released by a I 960's UK group featured a now classic
villian that asked for more plum pudding, wished you wished you a Merry
Christmas and stated that they loved you. Please tell us who this villan was?
Answer: Dalek

84.5 1%

5

25 points

Question: Visual #7 - The seal of the famous university branches out to 4 colleges. Please
give us the university and the 4 colleges to which the seals belong.
Answer: Oxford Universtiy, Jesus College, Magdalen College, The Queens College and
Trinity College

46.48%

6

75 points

Question: AUDIO# 6750 : What is the name of the song being slaughtered here and who
orginally recorded it?
Answer: "Patricia" (written and) recorded by Perez Prado (1958)

7

40 points

Question: What act is announced as "New" in volume 39, number six of the "News of the
Realm"?
Answer: Franko, Master Hypnotist

52 . 11 %

8

30 points

Question: This TV character wrote a Children's book titled "Billy Bunny" and was voted
Parent Volunteer of the Year by the PTA in 1991. Who is she?
Answer: Mary Jo Shively

98.59%

9

10 points

Question: Birdman has an eagle and a boy as sidekicks. What art their names?
Answer: Avenger (Eagle) Birdboy (human) - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 3

100 points

1.41%

Question: Visual #9 - What does the caption underneath the reserved sign say and in what
establishment would you find it?
Answer: I am outside smoking, don't even think about sitting here. Growlers Bar on
Lake Minnewawa, McGregor, MN

35.21%

2

10 points

Question: How many miles of the Mississippi River are in Minnesota?
Answer: 680

94.37%

3

20 points

Question: If you take Hennepin Ave away from Minneapolis and follow it all the way to
Saint Paul, what other avenue does it eventually become?
Answer: Larpenteur A venue

90.14%

4

40 points

Question: In the MN Senate District 45 election race this past November, we saw Nick
Petersen lose his first bid for election. What percentage of the vote did he get?
Answer: 41%

54.93%

5

20 points

Question: Hundreds of"these" were ·originally placed around the country as a publicity
stunt to promote a film. After a legal battle, this one was removed from the
lawn of City Hall in Duluth, MN. Please tell us what "these" are, and where this
one now resides. Be specific please!
Answer: monument of the Ten Commandments, which now resides on private property
near the Comfort Suites Hotel on Canal Park Drive

45 .07%

6

60 points

Question: The 2010 winter drink menu at Clubhouse Jager in Minneapolis featured two
specialty drinks named after their in-house entertainment. One was the Rob
Callahan, named after some writer. What was the other one called, and for
whom was it named?
Answer: Transmission Fluid, (DJ) Jake Rudh

100.00% *

7

40 points

Question: The metrodome in Mpls., MN has had the teflon roof co lapse 4 times due to
heavy snow. Please give us the dates of the colapses and the snow fall amounts.
Answer: 11/19/81, 12 inches; 12/30/82, 12 inches; 4/14/83, 13.6 inches; 12/1 2/2010, 17
or 18 inches

43.66%

8

35 points

Question: According to the National Park Service in Glacier National Park, Lake
McDonald, last froze over completely in 1996 or 1997. Why does Lake
McDonald have such turquoise to deep blue color?
Answer: Light refracts off glacier "flower" or "rock" particles in the water.

94.37%

9

10 points

Question: What city won the AWWA's Best of the Best Water Taste Test in 2010?
Answer: Stevens Point

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 4

59.15%

75 points

Question: At one point after meeting and learning about the life of Incredible Hulk
impersonator Joe McQueen, the camera pans his apartment. The camera stops
on an autogrpahed action figure, still in the package of course. What is the
name of the action figure we see? Please be complete.
Answer: Rowdy Roddy Piper

78.87%

2

15 points

Question: Visual # 18 According to Google what does this bar code translate to?
Answer: Google

94.37%

3

20 points

Question: The Electric Company had a superhero that could change words with the letter
on his sweater. Each time the character was introduced in the cartoon, there was
a saying that introduced him. We will give you the first word of this saying and
you provide the rest. "Faster..."
Answer: (Faster) than a rolling 0 , Stronger than silent "E" able to leap capital "T" in a
single bound. It's a word, It's a plan, It's LETTERMAN!

45.07%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO # 6725 : Name the five superheroes that are trying to watch a movie?
Answer: Blue Falcon; Birdman, Wonder Woman, Zandor, Zan - (Phone Bank- No
partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

32.39%

5

35 points

Question: Wonder Glue can glue furniture to the ceiling or glue dinosaur bones together
but it can't do what?
Answer: save you money on car insurance

0.00%

6

70 points

Question: The comic strip character Elmo was given Cleopatra's secret of success written
in Egyptian hieroglyphics. Once translated he was able to obtain all of the
ingredients from the drug store, except one. What was Elmo missing? Please be
complete
Answer: 10 Teardrops from a Sad Camel

28.17%

7

35 points

Question: What was the number 14 movie listed on Billboard magazine's first-ever Top
DVD sales chart?
Answer: Casablanca

2.82%

8

45 points

Question: What fictional product uses the slogan" If it was good for you, it wouldn't taste
good."?
Answer: Little Betty Snacks

97. 18%

9

10 points

Question: In the massively-multiplayer superhero game, "Champions Online", the most
famous hero is Defender, leader of The Champions. Give us the name of
Defender's alter-ego.
Answer: James Harmon, IV

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 5

20 points

95.77%

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Jefferson Pierce?
Answer: Black Lightning

92.96%

2

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Dan Garrett?
Answer: Blue Beetle

98 .59%

3

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Jethro Dumont?
Answer: (The) Green Lama

33.80%

4

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Bob Reed?
Answer: Red Dragon

92.96%

5

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Morgan Miller?
Answer: Silver Star

98.59%

6

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Hector Ayala?
Answer: White Tiger

98.59%

7

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Roger Parsons?
Answer: Golden Arrow

97.18%

8

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Frank Bohannan?
Answer: Crimson Commando

98.59%

9

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Kara Killgrave?
Answer: Purple Girl - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

90.14%

10

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Mary Roche?
Answer: Black Venus

98.59%

11

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Fred Parrish?
Answer: Blue Bolt

92.96%

12

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Michael Bellamy?
Answer: (The) Green Archer

78.87%

13

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Peter Hall?
Answer: Red Cross

94.37%

14

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Hector Sanders Hall?
Answer: Silver Scarab

97 .18%

15

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of William King?
Answer: White Feather

95.77%

16

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Wyatt McDonald?
Answer: Golden Archer

94.37%

17

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Valentin Shalatov?
Answer: Crimson Dynamo

91.55%

18

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego ofTakeshi Yamato?
Answer: Rainbowman - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 6

75 points

0.00%

Question: Do you love the dollar bin at Target? I know I do and just as the theme for this
years contest was announced they were offering bags, pencils, stickers, puppets
and coloring books among other things that had SUPERHERO animals on them
and I hope that you picked them up, like I did, knowing this would be a great
trivia question. 8 different superhero characters were featured, what were there
names? First name is fine.
Answer: Bianca, Rocky, Xtreme, Micah, Chester, Scaredy, Marge, J.J.

14.08%

2

15 points

Question: Captain America, Scarlet Witch, The Hulk, Iron Man, Hawkeye and Thor are
holding superhero interviews. A delivery person accidently stumbles into the
interviews. He seems befuddled by most the questions, but when he is asked
what does he fight, he proudly answers what?
Answer: Osteoporosis

97.18%

3

20 points

Question: In terms of total dollars spent, Americans bought the most of which snack food
for Superbowl Sunday according to a 2010 Nielson Report?
Answer: Potato Chips

84.51%

4

40 points

Question: What was the first computer-animated feature film to be released in
widescreen?
Answer: "A Bug's Life"

97.18%

5

35 points

Question: What actor has played the role of Bruce Wayne more than any other actor?
Answer: Kevin Conroy

73.24%

6

75 points

Question: Visual# 22 Please give us the name of this character and the now defunct
social network game that he was a mascot of?
Answer: Wally (the) Moose; Roller Coaster Kingdom

97.18%

7

20 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Rita DeMara?
Answer: Y ellowjacket

92 .96%

8

35 points

Question: AUDIO# 6722 : What hero is Batman sidekick too?
Answer: Blue Beetle

95.77%

9

15 points

Question: What is the name of Captain Hero's alter ego that was a mild mannered small
town reporter that found Xandir irresistible?
Answer: Tim Tommerson

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 7

29.58%

60 points

Question: In 20 I 0, Dessa had to repeatedly deny three erroneous statements about her that
were listed as facts on wikipedia. What were they?
Answer: She has a masters in philosophy, she went to college on a basketball
scholarship, she lost her scholarship due to an injured rotator cuff or ACL (can
be paraphrased)

91.55%

2

10 points

Question: In the online super-hero role-playing game, "City of Heroes", what is the name
of the city where the heroics take place?
Answer: Paragon City

94.37%

3

20 points

Question: On Tuesday Dec. 28, 20 I 0, the MN vikings defeated the Philadelphia Eagles by
a score of24 - 14. This was the 23rd time in NFL history for a game to be
played on a Tuesday. When was the last time a game was played on a Tuesday,
who were the teams and what was the final score?
Answer: Oct. I, 1946 - New York Giants vs Boston Yanks - score was 17 - 0 Giants

88.73%

4

40 points

Question: Visual #47: Holy kohlrabi! This Super Hero welcomed visitors to explore the
likes of Little Miss Spider Mite, Bio-Dieseltron, Fossil Fool and
Chloroman .. .not your garden variety Superheroes. Please tell us the name of the
"superhero" and name his creator, first and last name please.
Answer: Professor Plastique, Mary Jo Nikolai

94.37%

5

35 points

Question: AUDIO# 6794 What animated folk hero was singing this song?
Answer: (Disney's) Johnny Appleseed

83.10%

6

75 points

Question: After witnessing the destruction of five dead planets, Flash, Eve and the good
Doctor are informed that Earth is next. The deadline is noon. Of course Flash
saved the day with two seconds to spare! Please give us the name of the five
dead planets that blew up.
Answer: Isis, Osrisis, Mithra, Baqus (backus), Minerva

59.15%

7

40 points

Question: This former cult television personality made his career by making fun of BMovies. In 20 I 0, his critically-acclaimed Christmas play premiered at a theater
in Minneapolis. Who is he?
Answer: Bill Corbett

52.11%

8

30 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional alternative superhero who disarms enemies
with sharing and solves conflicts with a hug?
Answer: Peace-Mon

95.77%

9

10 points

Question: What is the name of the superhero whose coworkers are Pamela Poodle and
Perry Bite?
Answer: Superpup

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 8

75 points

43.66%

Question: Visual # 28 From what plant did this mini Harley Quinn sprout from?
Answer: Mimmita

2

92.96%

10 points

Question: Who was the first model to display full-frontal nudity in the pages of Playboy
magazine?
Answer: Marilyn Cole

3

88.73%

20 points

Question: In 1990 2 Live Crew were arrested at for performing sings from the album "as
Nasty as They Wanna Be," at what club?
Answer: Club Futura

4

73.24%

45 points

Question: On the album from Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark there is a song that
mentions a female adult film star. The song is describing all the things that
makes the singer happy. The album shares its title with an album from The
Divine Comedy. What we are looking for is the first and last name of the adult
film star and the name of the song.
Answer: Christy Canyon, "Heaven is .... "

5

38.03%

40 points

Question: AUDIO# 6795 What is the name of this cartoon series?
Answer: "Hero High"

0.00%

6

100 points

Question: Y outube promotes new shows and movies on their home page, in the form of
trailers and banners. This past January they promoted the US version of Being
Human. The banner allowed you to explore the roommates kitchen. On the
refrigerator is the house rules. What are the three rules that are written on the
note. Please be specifc.
Answer: I. Don't leave hairballs in the drain 2. No Walking through walls! People need
privacy. 3. No eating the neighbors.

100.00%

*

7

30 points

Question: Invented in 1869 and powered by steam, what product was intended as a cure
for just about any medical problem a woman had and what was it called.
Answer: Worlds 1st Vibrator - The Manipulator

73.24%

8

30 points

Question: Please tell us the eighties-era thrash band whose initials spell out a word that
sounds dubiously like a slang term for male genetalia.
Answer: Corrosion of Conformity (or C.O.C.)

95.77%

9

10 points

Question: Who was Playboys very fust Playmate of the Month?
Answer: Margie Harrison

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 9

60 points

64.79%

Question: All recordings of this television series were nearly lost when the BBC planned
on taping over them, but the show's animator instead bought the tapes, at the
going rate for blank media, and placed them in his private archive. What is the
name of this rescued show?
Answer: Monty Python's Flying Circus

22.54%

2

10 points

Question: Much like the Snoopy statues put up in Saint Paul, Dinosculptures were
displayed in this artist's home city as a tribute. What is the first and last name of
the artist being honored?
Answer: Johnny Hart

21.13%

3

20 points

Question: The coveted prize on tv's "Dancing with the Stars", is called the Mirror Ball
Trophy. What was the original trophy made up of?
Answer: A table lamp stem and a disco ball.

30.99%

4

50 points

Question: In this documentary Maxwell Allen A.K.A. Batman tells us about boxing under
the name Maximus Canavino. He also tells us about a movie he had a role in
and we see a clip ofit. What is the name of the movie?
Answer: Who's Making Tha (the) Rules?

91.55%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6796 What is the name of this folk hero song and who is performing
it?
Answer: "John Henry" Harry Belafonte

54.93%

6

100 points

Question: Visual #23 This map indicates sixteen stops on a tour, nay, a pilgrimage ofan
item, whose evolution spans several continents and according to the planners of
this pilgrimage at least four centuries. The list on the left is an Itinerary of the
stops on this journey. Most of you are aware that number 10 through 16 are
listed already on the map. We are looking for numbers 1-6, 8 and 9 as it is
WRITTEN on the original map and what item this pilgrimage is in honor to. To
help you out Number I and number 7 are the same city you only have to give
us number 1.
Answer: (1) Rome, Italy; (2) Cairo, Egypt; (3) Valencia, Spain; (4) Welsh Borders
Castles, UK (United Kingdom); (5) Oxford, UK (United Kingdom); (6)
Novgorod, Russia; (8) Versailles, Paris; (9) Hamburg, Germany; Burger or
Hamburger

85.92%

7

20 points

Question: Who is the chairman and chief officer of the Auction House Gestion de Activas
y Subastas?
Answer: David de! Val Catalo

92.96%

8

50 points

Question: Please identify the umbrella term for fashion subcultures which originate in
Japan and borrow their looks from interpretations of Victorian and Edwardian
girls' clothes, and which share their name with a novel that was referenced, by
author's name only, in a song by the Police.

Answer: Lolita
92.96%

9

10 points

Question: Streaky a cat, and Comet a horse belonged to what super being?
Answer: Supergirl - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 10

0.00%

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6777: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Superman; Alanis Morisette - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

43.66%

2

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6778 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: (Wish I Could Fly Like) Superman; The Kinks - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

95.77%

3

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6779: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Kryptonite; 3 Doors Down

63.38%

4

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6780: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Jimmy Olsen's Blues; Spin Doctors

70.42%

5

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6781 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Superman's Song; Crash Test Dummies - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

30.99%

6

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6782: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Captain America; Jimmy Buffet

59.15%

7

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6783 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Wonder Woman; Trey Songz - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

40.85%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6784: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Supergirl; Hannah Montana - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy /woman/girl)

59.15%

9

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6785 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: That's Really Super, Supergirl; XTC - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

81.69%

10

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6786: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Particle Man; They Might Be Giants - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

60.56%

II

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6787: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Magneto and Titanium Man; Paul McCartney and Wings

38.03%

12

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6788 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Ghost Rider; Henry Rollins

63 .38%

13

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6789: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Wolverine Blues; Entombed

43.66%

14

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6790: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Captain America; Moe

2.82%

15

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6791 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Batman; Naked City - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

64.79%

16

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6792: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Silver Surfer; Courtney Pine

42.25%

17

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6793 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: The Ballad of Barry Allen; Jim's Big Ego

59.15%

18

30 points

Question: AUDIO #6805: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: Superman; Sister Hazel - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 11

52.11%

75 points

Question: According to their print ad, how many barrels of beer did Budweiser sell in
1904?
Answer: 1365711 (Phone Bani<: No incompletes on #'s)

88.73%

2

10 points

Question: What performer is popularly known as "The Hedgehog"?
Answer: Ron Jeremy

67.61%

3

20 points

Question: What is the only super power of fictional character Dave Lizewski?
Answer: Being Invisible to Girls

45.07%

4

40 points

Question: Liza Minilli, Donald Trump, Geraldo Rivera, Rosie O'Donnell, Martha Stewart,
and Andy Rooney are part of a list that fireman Billy had created. Billy created
the list because he was told he might have a terminal illness. Billy reasoned that
ifhe was going to die it was only fair that he would take out the people on the
list also. What fire station did Billy work for?
Answer: Engine 62

29.58%

5

25 points

Question: What logo is seen in the mirror of Johnny Blaze's dressing room while he is
getting ready for the "Leap of Death"?
Answer: Texas Sheriffs

59.15%

6

100 points

Question: Antonio Valdez was considered the West Coast Champ in skateboarding, Zman was the East Coast Champ. Antonio wound up having an accident that
looked it would permanently side line him from skateboarding again. Z-man
offers his help and the two become friends. What is Z-man's first and last
name? And no it is NOT Gary Zimmerman!
Answer: Zeb Zuberman

53.52%

7

40 points

Question: Visual #39: According to the print ad using this image, there is a long list of
things women are less susceptible to than men. Of the the conditions listed,
what are the four that DO NOT have to do with your eyes or hair?
Answer: Improperly Developed Sweat Glands, Defective Tooth Enamel, Skin Cysts,
Nomadism

12.68%

8

50 points

Question: AUDIO # 6798 This theme song is from what anime hero cartoon series? We
are looking for the english titled version please.
Answer: Marine Boy - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

92.96%

9

IO points

Question : Please give us the first name oflncontinentia Buttocks' husband.
Answer: Biggus

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 12

60 points

14.08%

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of James Bind
Answer: Captain 4-Q

83.10%

2

15 points

Question: Janet Jackson could have taken lessons from this artist. This artist from the 50's
seemed to have delighted in painting females who experienced a wardrobe
malfunction in the form of underpants sliding down due to unknown
circumstances, and the really strange part is in most of the art work a stalk of
celery is pictured nearby. Please give us the first and last name of this artist.

Answer: Art Frahm
91.55%

3

20 points

Question: This old-school record store was founded in 1972, and currently resides in the
Golden Valley Shopping Center. What is the name of this business?

Answer: Down In The Valley
91.55%

4

40 points

Question: Visual #6 - If you can come up with the inscription below this cold bird, you
would be able to tell us what we want to know. Where am I located and what
do I boast?

Answer: Cut Bank, Montana - Coldest spot in the nation.
80.28%

5

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6801 What was the name of this cartoon series?
Answer: Crusader Rabbit

88.73%

6

60 points

Question: Now for something different. Please sing us the SECOND chorus to Weird Al's
"Ode to a Superhero"

Answer: (To the tune of "Piano Man" ) Sling us a web, you're the Spiderman. Sling us a
web tonight, Cause you're brave and you're strong and so limber now, but
where did you come up with those tights.
5.63%

7

30 points

Question: What TV character claims to have been voted Best French Kisser of the Fourth
Grade while attending Center Grammar School?

Answer: Ellie Walker
84.51%

8

30 points

Question: In this Porky Pig cartoon Porky is supposed to be picking up items from the
store for his mom. He passes by a theater, where the front of the marquee
displays now playing "The Broken Leg." On the side of the marquee it gives
the temparture but it also has a message about some of its films. What
EXACTLY did the message say?

Answer: "WE CHANGE OUR SHORTS EVERYDAY"
85.92%

9

15 points

Question: If you are across the Pond over on the "Emerald Isle" and you find yourself in
need of a "slash", what do you need to do?

Answer: urinate

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 13

66.20%

60 points

Question: This industrious pop icon was recently promoted to hero status. You could help
this hero, in an online game, to save the honey that is used to sweeten his
cereal. According to the cereal package what five areas of the hive would you
explore to defend the honey?
Answer: Mumbee's Temple, Wild West, Honey Falls, Hive City, Honey Refinery

87.32%

2

10 points

Question: The Justice League of America was originally a team comprised of all the elite
heroes of DC Comics, but their young sidekicks were not allowed to join.
Name the club these young crime-fighters founded in response.
Answer: The Teen Titans

90.14%

3

20 points

Question: In the "Crayola Consumer World" what does the Acronym RUMPS stand for?
Answer: Raw Umber and Maize Preservation Society

63.38%

4

40 points

Question: In summer 2010 Dairy Queen created tags for Facebook, "to tum your friends
into Blizzard Treats." There were 25 cute little characters offered for the US
DQ market and 25 for the Canadian DQ market. In most cases the characters
were exactly the same. ln some cases the characters looked the same but due to
different markets they had different names. Four characters were unique in look
and unique in name. Please give us the names of the 2 unique US characters
and the 2 unique Canadian characters.
Answer: Silly Snickers (US), One of a Kind Butterfinger (US), Chocolate Wood Chipper
(Canada), Chatty Crispy Crunch (Canada)

19.72%

5

40 points

Question: AUDIO# 6802 Jimmy Durante had a saying "Everybody wants to get into the
act," with that said what is the name of the TV show that this music snippet
came from?
Answer: The Super Globetrotters

22 .54%

6

60 points

Question: Visual #12 - Please give us the full name of the "tour" and the "motto" of the
tour.
Answer: Clips of Faith Beer and Film Tour - "We bring beer, film, folly, and fans all
together for one tasty, travelling event"

61.97%

7

20 points

Question: According to consumer reports, the year 1995 saw what items hogging the most
space underneath Christmas trees
Answer: Beanie Babies

29.58%

8

30 points

Question: While passing from the Butterfly Room to the Caterpillar Room, during the
tour of Sunnyside Daycare, what protected species (in the form of a stuffed
animal) do they pass by, and while you are feeling really intelligent, please give
us the name of the movie, as well.
Answer: bald eagle; Toy Story 3

90.14%

9

15 points

Question: "It is illegal to have sex with a drunken fish" , is an actual law on the books in
which state?
Answer: North Carolina

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 14

29.58%

80 points

Question: Visual #8 - Before he died in 2006, Steam Train Maury left a legacy he called
his hobo code. There have been several hobo codes throughout history. Steam
Train's particular code was posted on this fence. Please give us the definitions
to each symbol posted on the fence according to Steam Train Maury.
Answer: L to R; good place for a handout, bad bull, stay out of the yards, you can sleep
in this farmers barn, poor water, religious people, be sanctimonious, these
people will help you if you are sick, this denotes to a buddy which direction
one is traveling and who it is, police officer lives here, dishonest man, don't ask
for work, good jungle, make yourself at home

81.69%

2

10 points

Question: Major Matt Mason, Mattel's man in space, had a friend that was a giant who
spent his boyhood on Mars. Who was he?
Answer: Captain Lazer

80.28%

3

20 points

Question: Marky Mark's video "Wildside," shows four tombstones that Marky and his
bunch toss flowers on. What were the names on the tombstones.
Answer: Annie; John Doe; Carol Stuart; Tiffany

46.48%

4

40 points

Question: What civil war battle was first to be personally observed by a head of state?
Answer: First Bull Run (by Jefferson Davis)

29.58%

5

35 points

Question: On boxes ofCascadian Farm Organic cereals we get to meet the farmers that
help make this delicious product. One farm's message to consumer is "We are a
sustainable family farm that has chosen organic over conventional farming
because we care about the food we put in our bodies and what you put in
yours." What is the name of this farm?
Answer: Noonan Farms (Organic)

30.99%

6

60 points

Question: What is the name of the pinball game that fictional character Mr. Smart is seen
playing shortly after the breakup of his superhero team?
Answer: Cue Ball Wizard

100.00% *

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6803 What is the name of this tune and who recorded it?
Answer: "Whistle Stop" Roger Miller

63.38%

8

30 points

Question: What does the inscription say on wedding ring number four worn by Hugh
Jackman?
Answer: Always, Throughout all time, Amore.

92.96%

9

10 points

Question: What hero came to Earth from the Nebula M-78?
Answer: Ultraman - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 15

60 points

63.38%

Question: Visual #21 This strapping hero with a Ton his T shirt was actually a
promotional character for a candy product. What is the hero name of this
character?
Answer: Captain Tootsie

8.45%

2

10 points

Question: What is the name of the superhero that uses ajetpack which allows him to
travel near the speed oflight called The Luceflyer?
Answer: Captain Battle

36.62%

3

20 points

Question: TV's Steve Patterson is asked to feed his neighbor Onno's fish while he is gone.
What are the names of the fish?
Answer: Charlie Tuna; Mr. Limpett

77.46%

4

40 points

Question: You've got some stolen merchandise and the plan is to take it in a tan van down
to Dan who'll give it to Fran. Sadly, you're going to be busted the man. What
stolen merchandise are you carrying?
Answer: The Golden An

91.55%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6720 : Please name the vocal icon that Elmo is trying to sweet talk
into reading him another bedtime story.
Answer: Andrea Bocelli (boh CHELL ee)

40.85%

6

60 points

Question: The fictional publication was the "Empire City Times" and the headline read
"Crime Skyrockets". What #1 bestseller was advertised on the back of this
issue? Please give us the title and author.
Answer: Forgiving the Franklins by Jay Floyd

77.46%

7

40 points

Question: In the movie"The Final Season" (based on a true story) we find Sean Astin's
character driving to Norway, Iowa to help coach baseball. As he is passing a
farmhouse there is a sign on the barn. What does this sign say?
Answer: On the 8th Day, God Created Baseball

32.39%

8

50 points

Question: In this fictional "News on the March" story, we see a Superhero inspiring
America's youth at the Camp Eisenhower Jamboree. What is the name of this
superhero?
Answer: Captain Invincible

92.96%

9

10 points

Question: What Marvel hero is known as the "Master of the Mystic Arts"?
Answer: Dr. Strange

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 16

100.00%

*

60 points

Question: A popular cleaning product tried incrementally to make a better version of itself
once. According to this paper ad they are still rebuilding their test facilities
from that attempt. What is the name of the product that caused the chaos?
Answer: Product 410

80.28%

2

10 points

Question: In the classic 1931 film, "Frankenstein," what was the name of Dr.
Frankenstein's assistant?
Answer: Fritz

91.55%

3

20 points

Question: In this tv show, a nemesis tries to steal the secret recipe for the crabby patty.
Please give us the name of the show and the full name of the nemesis.
Answer: Spongebob squarepants; Sheldon J Plankton

15.49%

4

40 points

Question: Opal, trying to do the right thing puts up a sign stating "Found Dog, Big, Furry,
Stinky" and then gave a telephone number to call. What was that number?
Answer: 555-2034 (phone bank - no incompletes on #'s)

11.27%

5

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6721 : This music accompanies what superhero as he visits Taj
Mahal, cows in the field or a supermarket to shake his groove thing?
Answer: Aquaman - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

76.06%

6

60 points

Question: Visual #1 0 -These three mascots are busy dancing and high fiving to a jazz
band, however, they seem to be missing a 4th mascot. Please give us the full
names of the three mascots in the visual and the organization they represent.
Also give the fourth character and the organization it is associated with.
Answer: Petey P. Cup, Pokey Syringe, Pearl E. White, Health Partners; Reege, Regions
Hospital

90.14%

7

20 points

Question: Wooldoor finally got the chance to be Captain Hero's sidekick, but at a price.
Though at first they worked well together Captain Hero started comparing
Wooldoor to what previous sidekick?
Answer: Captain Girl - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

69.01%

8

30 points

Question: What small screen character was voted 1991 's Man of the Year by the Atlanta
Chamber of Commerce?
Answer: Ben Matlock

92.96%

9

10 points

Question: What city is the self proclaimed "Carousel Capital of the World"?
Answer: Binghamton

* - denotes tossed question
KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 17

50.70%

60 eoints

Question: Visual# 15 What is the name of the eroduction that featured this eerson and his

rodent friends?

Answer: "Some of My Best Rats are Friends"
87.32%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6719: Please name the character that is speaking.
Answer: Agent Cooper

91.55%

3

20 points

Question: AFI created a list of the 100 best heroes and villians, half the list was heroes the
other 50 villians. One actor playing the same character made both lists. What
was the character? We are looking for how the character was listed by AFI.
Answer: T-800

47.89%

4

40 points

Question: In the Club Pogo game Dice City Rollers, there is a business that starts as a
small coffee hut and grows to a major business when you sell all of the
properties on that section. What is the name of the business?
Answer: 2nd Cup

4.23%

5

40 points

Question: List the very first item and price in the Mills Fleet Farm '09 Christmas Toy and
Gift Catalog.
Answer: (16 ounce) ceramic jar with candy, $9.99

54.93%

6

100 points

Question: What big screen character is the leader of the International World Federation
for Space Research? Please give us his title and last name.
Answer: Professor Arsenyev

14.08%

7

30 points

Question: When Lucille Ball has to tell the truth during a job interview, what are her
replies when asked what her experience is?
Answer: 11 year run at Ricardo's; appeared in 3-D

97.18%

8

30 points

Question: Legend has it that if the ravens ever left the Tower of London, the monarchy
and England would fall. So the Tower has always cared for 6 official Ravens to
make sure this legend is never tested. What monarch is credited with making
the decree that there would always be ravens at the Tower of London?
Answer: Charles the II (the 2nd)

92.96%

9

15 points

Question: When was National "Bundt" Day designated? Month, day and year, please.
Answer: 11/15/2006

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 18

7.04%

75 points

Question: When Pinocchio introduces Boy Blue to the Underwoods he is reading comics.
What is the only readable title from the pile?
Answer: The Uncanny Oz-Men

87.32%

2

10 Eoints

Question: "Manic Monda:z:", a song b:z: the Bangles, was written b:z: ChristoEher Trac:z:.

However, this is not his real name. Please give us the songwriter's real name.
Answer: Prince

77.46%

3

20 points

Question: Visual #43 .5: We all have dreams of being a superhero at one time or another.
What is the name of this Superhero and his alter-ego?
Answer: Feedback; Matthew Atherton

81.69%

4

40 points

Question: According to his business card, this big screen doctor is a weapons designer,
innovator, inventor and world changer. What 4 other services does this non
lethal weapon designer offer?
Answer: Aromatherapy, Laser Hair Removal, Carnival Rides, Chicken Rentals

45.07%

5

30 points

Question: What is the name of the club that Courton Joy and Quincy Tarantula are the
only two official members of?
Answer: Buford Lee Fan Club

25 .35%

6

60 points

Question: In the town of Hopscotch, Percy must compete to save his companion's lives.
Please give us the name of the three games he must play.
Answer: Dastardly Deadly Word Jumble, Tic Tac Toe, Hangman

88.73%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6775 What is the name of the person singing lead here?
Answer: Alex Chilton

29.58%

8

50 points

Question: The manager of The Patio Apartments pointed out this big screen character to a
prospective new tenant as being the local celebrity. What is the first and last
name of this local celebrity?
Answer: Dixon Steele

97.18%

9

10 points

Question: What hero is the favorite target of mischief for the Yancy Street Gang?
Answer: The Thing (we will accept Ben Grimm)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 19

75 points

67.61%

Question: When Floyd comes to kill the Joker at Arkham Asylum, what book is the Joker
reading while sitting in his cell? Title and author please.
Answer: The Fountainhead, Ayn Rand

91.55%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6776 Please give us the name of the actor who is best known for
these lines?
Answer: Meinhardt Raabe

83.10%

3

20 points

Question: The Jack FM radio station franchise has been highly-criticized for removing
what traditional radio feature from its broadcasts?

Answer: The Disc Jockey or DJ or host
39.44%

4

40 points

Question: Buddy Boar called Acme Express Delivery to deliver a kiwi decoy. Like
FedEx, ACME Express has a slogan. What is it?
Answer: When it absolutely positively has to be there in two seconds

5.63%

5

30 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional beverage that was pulled off the market by the
F.D.A. when a test subject exploded?
Answer: Tantrum

80.28%

6

60 points

Question: Stewie realized that broccoli, his arch enemy of the moment, would die if
introduced to cold weather. He created a weather machine using a See and Say
as his dial control in order to choose from multiple forms of chaos that he could
unleash. 8 options were available, among them partly cloudy, freezing rain,
hurricane, tornado, and blizzard. Please name the last 3 choices.
Answer: Pestilence, Sand Storm, Apocalypse

60.56%

7

30 points

Question: What is the name of the establishment where TVs Maddie Pryor gets a part
time job?
Answer: Chilly Charlie's

81.69%

8

30 points

Question: This sequel to a 1960 science fiction film was also an early eighties song by
Iron Maiden. What title do these 2 works share?
Answer: Children of the Damned

77.46%

9

15 points

Question: Visual #20: What is the name of this muppet character?
Answer: Captain Vegetable

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 20

73.24%

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6701 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Kaw Liga", Hank Williams (SR)

88.73%

2

30 points

Question: AUDIO # 6702 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "The Great Pretender", The Platters

85 .92%

3

30 points

Question: AUDIO # 6703 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Young Love", Sonny James

95 .77%

4

30 points

Question: AUDIO # 6704 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.

Answer: "Sugartime", McGuire Sisters

94.37%

5

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6705: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Ballad of aTeenage Queen", Johnny Cash

91.55%

6

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6706: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Teen Angel", Mark Dinning

94.37%

7

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6707: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "He'll Have to go", Jim Reeves

92.96%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6708 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Duke of Earl", Gene Chandler

90.14%

9

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6709: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "BJ the DJ", Stonewall Jackson

98.59%

10

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6710: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "I want to hold your hand", The Beatles

94.37%

11

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6711 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Skip a Rope", Henson Cargill

78.87%

12

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6712 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "The Diamond Ring", Gary Lewis and the Playboys

57.75%

13

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6713: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Help me Make it through the Night", Sammi Smith

94.37%

14

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6714: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "These Boots were made for Walking", Nancy Sinatra

84.51%

15

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6715: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.

Answer: "Don't Break the Heart that Loves You", Margo Smith
94.37%

16

30 points

Question: AUDIO # 6716 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Venus", Shocking Blue

85.92%

17

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6717 : Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "Who's Cheating Who", Charly McClain

73.24%

18

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6718: Please give us the title and performing artist of this music
snippet.
Answer: "One Bad Apple", The Osmonds

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 21

75 points

74.65%

Question: Visual# 14 What is the name of the World War II aviator?
Answer: Albert G Lewis

92.96%

2

10 points

Question: "Can you find your boyfriend in time for the BIG DATE," was a slogan on this
Milton Bradley board game that was based on a popular book series. What was
the name of the game?
Answer: Sweet Valley High Game

95 .77%

3

20 points

Question: What three movies are shown at Radiator Springs Drive-in Theater?
Answer: "A Toy Car Story"; "Monsters Trucks Inc"; "A Bug's Life"

9.86%

4

40 points

Question: This TV pilot is the story of a widowed housekeeper and her daughter who is
employed by a wealthy Bel Air family. What is the name of the company that
this rich family owns?
Answer: Stuffy Toy Company

90.14%

5

35 points

Question: One was a redhead the other a blonde; both had hair that would grow if you
pushed their belly button and if you wanted to shorten the hair, you turned the
knob on their back. Please give us their two names.
Answer: Velvet, Chrissy

18.3 1%

6

100 points

Question: Visual #43: What is the name of this gentleman? First and Last name please.
Answer: Jack Hamahan

90.14%

7

40 points

Question: Patty was a doll and she had other members in her "family" younger than she: a
baby about 3 months old, a 1-year-old and a 2-year-old. They were all billed as
dolls "almost your size." Please give us the first names of Patty's siblings?

Answer: Johnny, Suzy, Penny
76.06%

8

45 points

Question: AUDIO# 6761 Who is this person speaking about looking at things in a
positive manor?
Answer: Teddy Pendergass

90.14%

9

10 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the universally renowned individual who
graduated from Binghamton Central High School in 1943?
Answer: Rod Serling

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 22

60 points

16.90%

Question: The Baby Bratz are aboard the tublular bad guys alien ship. In the spaceship
there are three clocks with different times and locations. Please list the three
different locations on the clocks.
Answer: India, Stilesville, Au Gratin

94.37%

2

10 points

Question: Atomic Flounder and Dreaded Jumbo Shrimp are foes of what super duo?
Answer: Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

25.35%

3

20 points

Question : AUDIO# 6759 Please give us the name of the person who is describing his
reaction to television.
Answer: John Forsythe

90.14%

4

40 points

Question: Visual #2 & #3 - According to legend, after these two said "Don't cry for me
Argentina" and fled to Bolivia they committed suicide. Who are they, please
the first and last name of each
Answer: George Parker and Harry Longbaugh (we will accept Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid)

9.86%

5

40 points

Question: This graduate of North Platte High School was voted The One Most Likely to
Go Further with Less than Anyone. What is the complete name of this
character?
Answer: Rita Marlene Gloria Claudette Jones

5.63%

6

60 points

Question : Complete this list of Thurgood Stubbs excercise videotape collection: Abs of
Steel, Buns of Steel, Pees of Steel, Quads of Steel. Please name the remaining
two tape titles.
Answer: How to Steal, Abs of Steel: The Revenge

40.85%

7

40 points

Question : What noun is used on the inside cover to introduce the graphic novel "Batman
Cacophony"?
Answer: onomatopoeia (on-a-mat-a-pee-a)

91.55%

8

40 points

Question: The Minneapolis Institute of Arts hosts this once-per-decade display of local
talent, in 12 inch by 12 inch segments. What is the name of this exhibition?
Answer: Foot in the Door

88.73%

9

10 points

Question: What is the name of the superhero who hails from planet Do-Wop?
Answer: Hyperman - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 23

2.82%

100 points

Question: At the CD release concert for "A Tribute to Carhenge", (car henj) who were the
3 special guests listed in the program?
Answer: Al Asmus, Miriam Dekarski, Matt Franco

84.51%

2

10 points

Question: David Letterman had the leader of the Transformers help him with a Top 10
list, things that sound cool when spoken by a giant robot. We will be nice and
askfor#I0.
Answer: Jergens Lotion leaves my hands silky smooth

91.55%

3

20 points

Question: What is the name of the diner that Letterman leaps over that is shaped as the
letter "T"?
Answer: Tessie's Diner

87.32%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO# 6763 What is the name of this person who gives wise advice about
kids?
Answer: Art Linkletter

88.73%

5

40 points

Question: Visual# 16.5 - One can only imagine that as this person was creating this
picture that he was not "Speed"ing but he might have been listening to "Blue
Velvet" on the radio. Please give us the first and last·name of the actor/artist
responsible for this art and the name of this piece.
Answer: Dennis Hopper, "Double Standard"

33 .80%

6

60 points

Question: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Raphael becomes one of the Mysterymen for a
brief time. What name does he use?
Answer: (the) Dark Avenger

92 .96%

7

20 points

Question: Believe it or not, Jack Palance once played a denizen of Wonderland. What role
did he play?
Answer: The Jabberwock (or Jabberwocky)

52.11%

8

30 points

Question: In October, this celebrity guru was recruited to pass on his teachings via the
new media of video games. What is the first and last name of this person?
Answer: Deepak Chopra (shopra)

85.92%

9

15 points

Question: There is a series of action novels about The Destroyer. The exact same sentence
is used to begin Chapter 2 in most of the books. Please tell us that four word
sentence.
Answer: His name was Remo

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 24

66.20%

75 points

Question: Gibson's metahuman power is to never forget a sight, sound, touch, smell or
taste that he had ever encountered. Sounds like the uber trivia player! Give us
the smells that make Gibson realize that Helena has entered his business?
Please be specific and complete.
Answer: Lime Mandarin Soap with a hint of New Gotham Grime

91.55%

2

15 points

Question: VISUAL #13: I made a visit to the College of Arms in London to ask about this
Coat of Arms and was 'corrected' in a very British way. I was informed that a
Coat of Arms' was extremely personal and they could not discuss them with
anyone. "Not even if they were posted to the internet" I queried? The lady was
offended that I would ask such a question. So the question is who's Coat of
Arms does this represent and consider yourself for warned if you try to call the
College.
Answer: Paul McCartney

76.06%

3

20 points

Question: "Mr. Peanut" is now sporting a new make over. There are 4 new changes.
Please give us the changes and be specific.
Answer: He is now brown in color; Sports a grey flannel suit; Now has a voice. (dubbed
by Robert Downey Jr.); Side kick named Benson.

78.87%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO # 6747 : Who played this guitar solo?
Answer: Rick Derringer

94.37%

5

35 points

Question: Fa Mulan is being prepared for an appointment, that is traditonally the way
young unmarried women could be honor to their families . In typical Disney
fashion this is related in song. According to the song what is scarier than an
undertaker?
Answer: (the) Matchmaker

85.92%

6

75 points

Question: AUDIO # 6765 Please give us the name of this veteran?
Answer: Vernon Baker

30.99%

7

30 points

Question: When big screen character Lou Mozell is checked into the hospital, his
daughter hangs a movie poster on the wall for him. What is the name of the
movie shown on the poster?
Answer: Luck Runs Out

39.44%

8

35 2oints

Question: What is the brand ofbic:i:cle that we see big screen character Oishi Kazihiro

struggling to assemble?
Answer: Ross
84.51%

9

15 points

Question: In the castle of Gormenghast, the nanny Mrs. Stagg has a special hat. What is
on this hat that makes it special?
Answer: glass grapes

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 25

80 points

12.68%

Question: During the December 5th Comcast outage affecting Minnesota, Michigan,
Indiana and Illinois, a popular podcaster named Brian used his twitter account
to send instructions for a workaround to anyone who mentioned Comcast in a
tweet, effectively disseminating a free fix throughout the twitterverse. Please
tell us his twitter handle. Be sure to include the @ sign in your answer.
Answer: @momenttoponder

64.79%

2

15 points

Question: Visual# 17: What brand name product is this an advertisement for.
Answer: Bayer Aspirin

23.94%

3

20 points

Qu·estion: After she helped her purple clad Dad defeat Moliarty (MOLE ee artee) this
young fowl started thinking up possible hero names. What two names did she
offer as suggestions?
Answer: Scarlett Quackette, Masked Mallard

85.92%

4

40 points

Question: Vick's "chapters of care" brochure offers cold comfort tips from America's
favorite TV moms. Give us the names of these 8 featured actresses.
Answer: Marion Ross, Catherine Hicks, Florence Henderson, Constance Marie, Shirley
Jones, Alley Mills, Tichina Arnold, Meredith Baxter

16.90%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6770 What is the name of the writer who's book inspired an iconic
movie that in turn inspired this muscial piece?
Answer: Eric Segal

14.08%

6

70 points

Question: On the inside cover of the album "Kenny", there is a call sheet on the bulletin
board. What is the note at the bottom of the call sheet?
Answer: Stage must be lit and set by 2:30PM! CLARK

38.03%

7

40 points

Question: What 3 posters do we see displayed in the workshop of fictional character
Herbert Q?
Answer: Raiders of the Lost Ark, Lucifer, Return of the Jedi

35.21%

8

30 points

Question: In Fall 2007, Mutts featured a week called Mr. Mooch's Class. When Mr.
Mooch was teaching Science what did he tell the class?

Answer: Cats and water do not mix
9

91.55%

10 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Dr. Henry McCoy?
Answer: Beast

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 26

100 points

42.25%

Question: During comic book character Robyn Slinger's first day on the job, what is the
name of the character being booked as she first enters her precinct?
Answer: Aberdeen Angus

2

90.14%

10 points

Question: What Superhero was described as "Robin Hood of the deep"
Answer: The Red Torpedo

3

92.96%

20 points

Question: In the video, Monster High Fright Song, the lead singer is walking through the
cafeteria and picks up a beverage carton to go with her lunch. What is the name
of the beverage?
Answer: Ghool Juice

80.28%

4

45 points

Question: Attention Numskulls! Following the directions on the coaster to determining
how smart your right foot is has two steps. Step one is: While sitting, lift your
right foot and make clockwise circles. What is step 2?
Answer: Keep doing this and draw a number 6 in the air with your right hand.

5

88.73%

25 points

Question: AUDIO # 6774 Please the name of the person singing lead here?
Answer: Johnny Maestro

100.00%

*

6

100 points

Question: After Tony Valdez has an accident that crushes his lower legs, he is sent to a
therapist by the name of Dog. Dog tells Tony that the "body heals only after the
mind heals." Tony sarcastically calls this thinking what?
Answer: Sushi Therapy

19.72%

7

20 points

Question: Visual #37: What are the first and last names of this happy couple?
Answer: Dan and Angie Bastian

83.10%

8

30 points

Question: In a recent animated movie, Clark Kent took Kara to Smallville to get away
from all the excitement of city life after she fell in with the wrong crowd. As
they drive into Smallville they pass a sign that states "Smallville, Kansas,
population 2501" Please give us the rest of what is on the sign.
Answer: Creamed Corn Capitol of the World

95 .77%

9

10 points

Question: What superhero uses an enchanted wand named "Magic Wanda" ?
Answer: Alley-Kat-Abra

* - denotes tossed question
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100 points

54.93%

Question: Big screen characters Eddie and Tommy know that times are tough and they
decide to run away from home with hopes of finding a job out east. They run
into a gang of kids in similar circumstances at Glenn Falls Freight Station. With
the train pulling out headed east we see one of the gang, Ollie, running to catch
the train. What is written on the side of the bag that he is carrying?
Answer: "Minneapolis or bust"

91.55%

2

10 points

Question: "Oh I get it, you don't want to be cute anymore," was the reaction of a
Minnesota musical legend to hearing the recently finished work of the eighth
studio album of a renowned super group. Name the album and the critic.
Answer: Sgt Pepper's Lonely Heart Club Band; Bob Dylan

74.65%

3

20 points

Question: Visual #44: Collectively, what is this group of heroes better known as?
Answer: Filter Heroes

74.65%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO# 6773 This waiter seems to have problems keeping his orders straight,
and with checking all the drinks personally he soon had problems walking
straight. Name the actor who played this waiter.
Answer: Robert Culp

52.11%

5

20 points

Question: When fictional character Luke Lang telephones his wife, her mother answers
the phone. What pseudonym does Luke use? First and last name please.
Answer: Bruce Wayne

35.21%

6

60 points

Question: Henchman #21 describes this movie as "the best of the trilogy." Please give us
the title of the movie he just saw.
Answer: Realm of Rings

32.39%

7

20 points

Question: What is the first initial and last name of the judge who finds fictional character
Daddy guilty of being a drug dealer?
Answer: T. Pack

78.87%

8

30 points

Question: Designed specifically for metahumans, this prison can hold 205 of the most
dangerous superhuman criminals on earth. What is the complete name of this
prison and where is it located?
Answer: The Slabside Island Maximum Security Facility; Antarctica

94.37%

9

10 points

Question: Google loves playing April Fool's jokes. Last year what did they rename their
Google home page?
Answer: Topeka
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100 points

38 .03%

Question: The proprietor of the fictional establishment The Comique and his daughter,
Jenny, just had a disagreement about who she is going to marry. Seconds later a
giant earthquake destroys the town. Jenny scours the town looking for her lost
love only to find his name listed among the confirmed dead. As the camera
scrolls the list, what is the first name shown? First and last name please.
Answer: James Gray (ONLY JAMES, NOT JIM)

67.61%

2

15 points

Question: The Guardians of Planet Earth kidnapped a longstanding enemy of the human
race a couple of years ago. Please tell us from what race this kidnap victim
came from?
Answer: Dalek

95.77%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6772 Please name this actor who was kind enough to lend his
interpreative talents to this commercial?
Answer: Peter Graves

73.24%

4

50 points

Question: Russ wants to create a kids mascot for fictional Transalliance Airlines and turns
it into a contest. Darcy submits a creature that is half dragon and half wolf.
What name does she give her creation?
Answer: Gargator

80.28%

5

40 points

Question: Please name the Muppet who was removed from television broadcasts over
fears that children would imitate his trademark behavior, causing head injuries.
Answer: Don Music

19.72%

6

60 points

Question: Visual #1 - What does this image represent?
Answer: The Pearl-Qatar

74.65%

7

20 points

Question: What animated private eye is "friend to those who need no friends, enemy to
those who have no enemy?"
Answer: Boston Quackie

91.55%

8

30 points

Question: From 1969 to 1974, this television anthology series told unconnected stories of
romance, usually with a comedic spin. What is the name of this show?
Answer: Love, American Style

90.14%

9

15 points

Question: This animated cat had been bitten by the gambling bug and took up the
challenge ofa game called penalties. If the cat lost at Gin Rummy, he would
have to spin a numbered wheel and the wheel determined what penalty the dog
would visit upon the cat. What were the names of the 3 penalties the cat
endured in this Warner Brother cartoon?
Answer: Gesundheit, William Tell, Roll Out the Barrel

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 29

60 points

50.70%

Question: Manikin is a shape shifting being intent on destroying mankind while his son
Mosaic tries to live peacefully among them. Agent Nelson from Interpol has
been tracking down a being who can change form, a Modem Day Hyde, all
over the world and is surprised when Manikin winds up in the same city where
Nelson lives. Impersonating Agent Nelson's superior, Manikin tells Nelson to
meet at the park across from the Interpol office where the he plans on putting
an end to Nelson's detective work. What is the name of the park?
Answer: J Hyde Park

90.14%

2

15 points

Question: What was the name of the long dead deity that was responsible for the massive
havoc in the original "Ghostbusters"?
Answer: Gozer

78.87%

3

20 points

Question: From Phileas Fogg's perspective, how many days did it take to go around the
world in a balloon?
Answer: 81 days

2.82%

4

45 points

Question: AUDIO# 6771 Please give us the name of this musician who is critiquing
Stevie Wonder's drum playing?
Answer: Doug Fieger

74.65%

5

20 points

Question: What pinball game do we see in the lounge area of the fictional Super Capers
mansion?
Answer: Star Wars

35.21%

6

75 points

Question: Visual# 32 Name the villian and hero and what planet do they reside on?
Answer: Mr. Chuckles, Judge Hog, Neopia

88.73%

7

20 points

Question: One Warner Bros. cartoon featured a bull elephant that was only five inches
tall. The elephant had gotten mixed in with a bunch of bananas that were cargo
on a ship carrying tropical fruit. What was the name of the ship?
Answer: SS Michael Maltese

91.55%

8

30 points

Question: In a Carol Burnett Show skit, Tim Conway was attempting to spoof a Rolaids
commercial and was trying to spell relief. The third time he tries he got it right.
How did he spell relief the first 2 times?
Answer: Relife; Relif

94.37%

9

15 points

Question: Christopher Reeve performed in a remake of one of Hitchcock's famous
movies, a role made famous by James Stewart. Please name the movie.
Answer: Rear Window

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 30

1.41%

75 points

Question: In 1970 he was 78 years old, had been going to the Minneapolis Farmer's
Market for over 50 years and, at the time, was the oldest regular seller there.
Please give us the first and last name of this farmer from Osseo.
Answer: Earl Dorn

92.96%

2

10 points

Question: According to the Sporting News this catcher in 1937 hit a ball 2 feet from the
top of the facade of Yankee Stadium, making it 580 feet from home plate. What
was the name of this baseball player?
Answer: Josh Gibson

8.45%

3

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the fictional character, who after losing her
job as a Vegas dancer, worked as the super hero Orchida?
Answer: Nikki White

69.0 1%

4

50 points

Question: Visual #35: What are the 5 names of these Superheroes?
Answer: Captain Straightedge, Sergeant Soy, Mr. Mosh, Chugga Chugga, The Amazing
Breakdown

95.77%

5

40 points

Question: Organizing as a response to the Three Mile Island incident and rallying against
the use of nuclear energy, a group of musicians held a five night stand at
Madison Square Garden. Please give us the full name of this activist group. The
acronym will not be acceptable.
Answer: Musicians United for Safe Energy (MUSE IS NOT ACCEPTABLE)

30.99%

6

100 points

Question: In the Fireside Book of Folk Songs, who provided the English lyrics for the
song "Moscow"?
Answer: Olga Paul

84.51%

7

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6760 Give us the name of the person who is going to sing?
Answer: Lena Horne

57.75%

8

45 points

Question: In this suspense flick, Nicole Walker gave her new psycho boyfriend David the
combination to get into her house while her parents are gone. What is the
combination she gives him?
Answer: 1-4-3-2 (Phone Bank - No Incompletes on Numbers)

94.37%

9

10 points

Question: What is the heroic alter ego of Ringo Fonebone?
Answer: Captain Klutz

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 31

14.08%

100 points

Question: Cat Curio, intrepid detective, orders her supplies from the "Mystery Solvers
Catalog". What is item # 1181? Please be complete.

Answer: BMJ Crime Lab Tactical Rapelling Harness
92.96%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO # 6769 What is the name behind this iconic voice?
Answer: Fred Foy

54.93%

3

20 points

Question: In his first movie, Following, the director foreshadows his future career by
showing the Bat symbol. What was the Bat symbol on?
Answer: apartment door

18.31 %

4

45 points

Question: In a Miami hotel, room 103, a clock radio was set to radio station 103 FM and
the Bible was bookmarked to Leviticus 10:3 . All these clues pointed to a
pivotal moment for a crime scene investigator. What did Miami Metro News
call the event and what was the month, date and year the numbers referred to?
Answer: "Shipping Yard Massacre"; October 3, 1973

85 .92%

5

25 points

Question: Visual #29: Who says superheroes don't exist? This person is leader of the
Allegiance of Heroes, stops crime when he can and offers food to the homeless.
What is his heroic identity?
Answer: Shadow Hare

32.39%

6

60 points

Question: According to the dialogue in the movie "Bratz Super Babyz," as Cloe, Yasmin,
Jade and Sasha are jumping on the furniture , each one is cheering for her
favorite Super Bud. Please tell us the name of each Super Bud mentioned.
Answer: Explodo Girl, Mr Stretchtastic, Johnny Speedometer, Smartessa - (Phone Bank
- No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

91.55%

7

25 points

Question: Hostess Snack Cakes had a promotion going on this summer, where they
offered Hostess Chocolate cupcakes with red frosting and yellow sprinkles.
What did they call this super snack?
Answer: Flash Cakes

90.14%

8

30 points

Question: According to AARP magazine's list of "Biggest Flops," #6 was the marriage of
Michelle Phillips to Dennis Hopper in 1970. What did Michelle recall their
union as?
Answer: The happiest 8 days of her life!

28.17%

9

15 points

Question: On "The Tonight Show" with Jay Leno, one of his 99 cent store segments had
him pick up a calendar. On that calendar, whose depiction graced the square
reserved for President's Day?
Answer: Ben Franklin

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 32

2.82%

100 points

Question: What is the expression written on the hat of Black Scarab the First?

Answer: Pope of No Hope

54.93%

2

10 points

Question: "You have the right to speak to an attorney. If you can't afford one, one will be
provided for you," actually harkens back to a 1961 trial where a person
requested a lawyer and was denied one because he could not afford one. This
person's persistence changed the course oflegal procedure and his plight
became a best selling book as well as a movie 3 years after his trial. What is the
name of the man who was the catylst for this change?
Answer: Clarence Gideon

87.32%

3

20 points

Question: Previously we asked what four names were on the tombstones ofMarky Mark's
"Wildside" video. One tombstone had the name John Doe but in the song
Marky does give his first name, what is it?
Answer: Ron

49.30%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO# 6768 This actor does not seem to have the best of luck with
airplanes, who is he?
Answer: Leslie Nielsen

71.83%

5

30 points

Question: Visual #40: What are the names of these 3 interesting creatures?
Answer: Repto, Membros, Antron

98.59%

6

60 points

Question: Whijt is the first and last name of the fictional character that was once the
National Evil Laugh Champion 3 years in a row?
Answer: Goofball McCluskey

71.83%

7

30 points

Question: Triple X's lover was killed by a British spy in Austria. Later she teamed up with
the spy that killed her lover. Please give us the first and last name of Triple X's
deceased lover.
Answer: Sergei(Ser jay) Barzov (Bars off)

21.13%

8

30 points

Question: What is television's Manny Delgado's favorite board game?
Answer: Empire

87.32%

9

10 points

Question: Who designed the robot skeleton sidekick on CBS's "Late, Late Show with
Craig Ferguson"?
Answer: Grant Imahara

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 33

11.27%

60 points

Question: What board game was described as "A surpassingly beautiful and amusing
game based on fairyland legends of the middle ages"?
Answer: The Knight's Journey

56.34%

2

15 eoints

Question: Visual # 26 When asked what his sueer eower was, what exactl;t did this

superhero reply? Please be specific.
Answer: "I stand awkwardly in one place for way too long."
88.73%

3

20 points

Question: In 2010 the US Census Bureau announced that it would be the primary sponsor
of a car and driver for three NASCAR Sprint Cup series races. At what three
Speedways would you have been lucky enough to have seen this car?
Answer: Atlanta Motor (Speedway), Bristol Motor (Speedway), Martinsville
(Speedway)

49.30%

4

55 points

Question: AUDIO# 6767 What is the name of this person speaking?
Answer: Alexander Anderson Jr

74.65%

5

20 points

Question: What was the name of the adopted son of rancher John Ward, who stated that
Cochise had kidnapped his son?
Answer: Felix Tellez

8.45%

6

75 points

Question: On Halloween in Get Fuzzy, what superhero does Satchell dress as?
Answer: Maximutt the Great

90.14%

7

25 points

Question: Baskin Robbins has recently put 5 flavors in "the deep freeze" at one time.
Please give us the 5 flavors.
Answer: Campfire S'mores, Apple Pie a la mode, Caramel Praline Cheesecake,
Superfudge Truffle, French Vanilla

80.28%

8

40 points

Question: All Antonio ever wanted to be was the best skateboarder ever, but Antonio lost
the use of both his legs the same day his parents lost their lives. With the help
of technology and nanobots Antonio became a skateboard superhero. In honor
of his parents, what superhero name did he take?
Answer: Condor

71.83%

9

15 points

Question: What is the name of the vessel where TV's Bobby Cobb lives?
Answer: Jealous Much?

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 34

66.20%

100 points

Question: In the letters column of the comic book "300," Issue 2, all the letters are from
other comic creators. Who writes in from St. Albans, England? First and last
name please.
Answer: Dave Gibbons

77.46%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6766 What is the name of this multilingual mother figure?
Answer: Barbara Billingsley

87.32%

3

20 2oints

Question: One Coca-Cola commercial wanted ::i:ou to write to a stewardess and

correspond with her on how well Coca-Cola helped her to do her job. What was
her name as given in the commercial and what airline did she work for?
Answer: Mary Ann Lynch; TWA (or Trans World Airline)

78.87%

4

40 points

Question: Bob Parr could no longer officially do the job he wanted to do and had to work
in insurance. What is the motto of the insurance company Bob works for?
Answer: "Your Life is in Our Hands"

64.79%

5

20 points

Question: National Geographic Channel Japan asked one of their favorite pop stars to
record a song for them in honor of Earth Day 2010. Who was the pop star and
what was the name of the song?
Answer: Howard Jones - "Building Your Own Future"

43.66%

6

60 points

Question: Fictional characters Melvin Beederman and Candace Brinkwater crash land at a
unique attraction in east Texas after being knocked from the sky. What is the
name of the attraction they landed in? Please be complete.
Answer: Nacho's Amazing Reptile Show and Cactus Farm

64.79%

7

20 points

Question: The Sex Pistols took their controversial song "God Save the Queen," to the
Thames aboard a boat chartered by what future Knight of the Realm?
Answer: Richard Branson

81.69%

8

30 points

Question: Visual# 19 This bunch of tangled hangers is actually someone's tip of the
fedora to London Fashion Week, where art, fashion and mass transit meet. Give
us the first and last name of the artist who is responsible for this abstract
version of the London Underground Map.
Answer: Paul Smith

87.32%

9

15 points

Question: What three saints did Joan of Arc claim she had heard from?
Answer: Saint Michael, Saint Catherine, Saint Margaret
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60 points

29.58%

Question: In the back pages ofX-Men #60 from 1969, there is an ad for "two more
triumphs for Marvel!" Please name the two titles shown with this promise.
Answer: Tower of Shadows, Captain Marvel

64.79%

2

15 points

Question: After the end credits on an episode of"The Venture Brothers" there is a special
Public Service Announcement. What is the name of the organization that
sponsors this announcement?
Answer: Scrotal Safety Commission (on Testicular Tortion)

26.76%

3

20 points

Question: Freedom Flight is an organization that flies hot air balloons, their goal is to
increase public awareness of the POW-MIA issue. According to their 2010
collectable card, that features their newest balloon in front of the Minnesota

State Capitol what is the balloon make?

Answer: Cameron
46.48%

4

40 points

Question: Hank, Sheila, Diane, Bobby, Presto and Eric have been wandering around the
Realm for awhile. In one of their later adventures they meet up with a friend
that was supposed to have gone with them to the amusement park, but had
homework to do and was unable to join them. What was the first and last name
of their friend?
Answer: Jimmy Whitaker

60.56%

5

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6762 What is the name of the guest speaking?
Answer: Lynn Redgrave

77.46%

6

60 points

Question: "Give me a cape, a sword, and a horse, and I'm a happy man". Who said this?
Answer: Patrick Swayze

84.51%

7

30 points

Question: Who wants to be a game show host? Well Ronald McDonald had his chance
when he hosted Quiz Time. Who were the 3 contestants?
Answer: Big Mac, Hamburglar, Mayor McCheese

76.06%

8

30 points

Question: Visual #1 1 - Our friends Frank and Kim are on a trip. What city and country are
they in, where are they standing exactly and what is the altitude here?
Answer: Nanyuki, Kenya, (standing on) the equator, (altitude is) 6,389 feet

83.10%

9

15 points

Question: At one time, Kraft macaroni and cheese dinners featured 6 different Pokemon
characters. Please give us their names.
Answer: Pikachu, Meowth, Poliwhirl, Jigglypuff, Squirtle, Charmander
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80.28%

60 points

Question: In this flick, Stephanie is trying to get back to be with her son, James, who was
left with Gordon until the babysitter came. Gordon and James meanwhile have
assumed custody of FBI Agent 11 also known as Spot. While making her way
back, Stephanie is picked up by the side of the road by a vehicle carrying a
zebra. What is written on the side of the vehicle?
Answer: Farouk's Petting Zoo

85.92%

2

15 points

Question: If you are out for an evening stroll in Dublin, Ireland and you come across a
"Brasser", what do you encounter?
Answer: A Lady of the Night (OR Hooker OR Prostitute)

83.10%

3

20 points

Question: Who was counting the seconds between lightning and thunder just before
getting attacked by a stuffed clown?

Answer: Robbie Freeling
56.34%

4

40 points

Question: The dreaded Monarch had his pet cat stuffed and mounted. Please give us the
complete name of this kitty.
Answer: Mister Mostly Mittens

84.51%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6764 Please name the person singing about these World War II
heroes?
Answer: Jimmy Dean

1.41%

6

75 points

Question: Marvel Zombies 2 writer Robert Kirkman is asked the question: "If you were a
Marvel Zombie, who would you most like to eat?" What is Kirkman's
response?
Answer: Mayor McCheese

67.61%

7

25 points

Question: In Neopia in the land ofMeridell one can bet on the Turdell (spell out) races.
There are five Turdells, what are their names?
Answer: Stinky, Poopy, Smelly, Squelchy, Nutty

73.24%

8

30 points

Question: Visual # 34 Name the villians pictured in this visual.
Answer: Cave Guy, The Lobe, Longhorn

88.73%

9

15 points

Question: The movie "Wonderland", was a film version of four murders that happened at
a place called Wonderland Apartments. Val Kilmer portrayed whom in the
film? First and last name, please.
Answer: Johnny (or John C.) Holmes
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80 points

21.13%

Question: In Get Fuzzy, Satchel decides to write superhero stories. Give us the name of
his hero and sidekick.
Answer: Power Pooch, Wack the Kitty

67.61%

2

15 points

Question: Who installed, in what is considered a first, a rear view mirror in the car in
order to compensate for not having a mechanic riding with him to alert him to
cars passing by?
Answer: Ray Harroun

52.11 %

3

20 points

Question: Now let's see if you have been paying attention. Since hour 18, not including
the Hour 20 speed round, you have heard 19 audio clips that, with the exception
of one, all have something in common. What feature do these clips share?
Answer: (Everyone/They all) died in 2010

28.17%

4

40 points

Question: Heading to a reception and thinking they are trying too hard to look like a
cou2le, Kat insists on sto22ing at a 2ub and changing dresses, with her date

Nick, as a captive judge. What was the name of the pub?

Answer: Parnell's Pub
57.75%

5

30 points

Question: Visual #25 - There is nothing like catching a good musical with a friend. The
vacant chair next to Jerry belongs to a friend who stepped out to the lobby to
get a CD of the musical they were watching. Who is Jerry's friend and what
musical were they attending?
Answer: Superman; "Oh Yes, Wyoming" - (Phone Bank - No partials on
Man/boy/woman/girl)

14.08%

6

60 points

Question: AUDIO# 6743 : This commercial has a group of signicant other's talking about
how important their support roles are to main characters. What is the name of
the business where this conversation takes place?
Answer: Hadji's

83.10%

7

25 points

Question: At Sky High where Will and his new hero support friends are having there first
lunch in the cafeteria, an announcement is made over the lunchroom asking
sidekicks to stop asking for what food item. Be spefic.
Answer: Hero Sandwiches

45 .07%

8

30 points

Question: In honor of the fourth Annual Pet Fest and the Minnesota Rennaissance
Festival, what were the name of the 2 great Danes scheduled to Joust in order to
win the heart of Lady Looslips?
Answer: Sir Leansalot, Sir Slobberjaws

32.39%

9

15 points

Question: Dennis cuts his interview with Red short to schmooze Green and plug her new
movie and book. What is the title of this book?
Answer: "I Melt for no one"
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60 points

38.03%

Question: Audio# 6749: Name this actor and the movie he is in.
Answer: Leslie Nielsen (in) "Forbidden Planet"

35.21%

2

10 points

Question: According to "PNC Financial Services Group" what is the total cost for 2010 if
you add up all the gifts given on the 12th Day of Christmas?
Answer: $23,439.38

83.10%

3

20 points

Question: Hanna-Barbera released records that featured their cartoon characters. One
featured Super Snooper and Blabbermouse with a title that was a take off of
James Bond. What were the four songs that were listed on the front of the
record?
Answer: Gold Pinky, James Bomb, Super Snooper, Dr. Oh No

61.97%

4

40 points

Question: What toy did Lindbergh take on his historic flight for luck?
Answer: Felix the Cat

50.70%

5

30 points

Question: Hey it's Sunday morning, want some pancakes? Wait you just bought that
package ofpremade pancakes at the store, you know the one with two bakers
wearing red carvats and bakers hats, arms around each other in a brotherly
manner. Wait a minute they have names! That would be a great trivia question.
What are there names?
Answer: Janssen & Meyer

28.1 7%

6

100 points

Question: Visual #42: What is the first, last and nick name of this gentleman?
Answer: Val "The Bish" Cismoski

78.87%

7

20 points

Question: AUDIO # 6731 : Bar mitzvah's are a rite of passage, but this speaker was not
speaking Hebrew. What language was he speaking?
Answer: Klingon (or Klingonese)

16.90%

8

50 points

Question: The owner of Super Hero Academy had "trained" the likes of Captain Deltoid,
The Caped Banana, The Flying Lemon and The Masked Florist and he was
willing to train Taz too. Please give us the instructor of this academy.
Answer: Mr Thickley

84.51 %

9

15 points

Question: What team won the first baseball game ever played at Target Field?
Answer: Louisiana Tech Bulldogs
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100 points

9.86%

Question: From the 2002 Purina "Dogs of the World" poster, please give us the complete
name for Number 172.
Answer: Catahoula Leopard Dog

84.51 %

2

15 points

Question: Visual # 31 Who is this high-flying Macy's day balloon?
Answer: Mighty Mouse

77 .46%

3

20 points

Question: Claire is fooling around with an old puzzle box and when it opens .. .a gorgeous
studly laird appears. What's his name?
Answer: Sir Cameron MacLeod

45.07%

4

50 points

Question: AUDIO # 6797 This piece of music just witnessed a 25th anniversary a couple
of weeks ago. What was the significance of this piece of music?
Answer: Ronald McNair (would have) played this music in space.

88 .73%

5

20 eoints

Question: This war film's theatrical release eoster juxtaeosed the image of a eeace S;imbol

and the phrase "Born to Kill?"

Answer: Full Metal Jacket
5.63 %

6

75 points

Question: Comic book character Brian Van Hoose was awarded a medal decorated with a
Blue D20 and green ribbon. What does it stand for?
Answer: most awesome character death

81.69%

7

40 points

Question: One of the many fun cartoon albums was "The Flinstones in
S* A *S*F* A *T*P*O*G*O*B*S*Q* A *L *T" Yep you got it please tell us what
S*A*S*F*A*T*P*O*G*O*B*S*Q*A*L*T stands for.
Answer: Stone Age Society for Aiding the preservation of good old Barber shop
Quartets and like that

83.10%

8

35 points

Question: AUDIO # 6736 : These two people are figuratively in who's bedroom having
this conversation?
Answer: Howard Wolowitz

81.69%

9

15 points

Question: Who was the last president to be a veteran of the American Revolution?
Answer: Andrew Jackson
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1.41 %

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6901 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Supertramp - Breakfast in America

2.82%

2

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6902 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Alicia Keys - Superwoman

38.03%

3

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6903 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Eagles - Take It Easy

23.94%

4

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6904 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: The Black Keys - Tighten Up

60.56%

5

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6905 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Train - Hey, Soul Sister

15.49%

6

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6906 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Beatles - Hey Jude

38 .03 %

7

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6907 Please give artist and song title.

Answer: Sugarland - Stuck Like Glue
16.90%

8

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6908 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Neil Young - Old Man

39.44%

9

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6909 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Power Station - Some Like It Hot

18.31%

10

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6910 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Simon & Garfunkel - The Boxer

78 .87%

11

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6911 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: ABBA - Dancing Queen

43.66%

12

40 points

Question: HR 40 -Audio #6912 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Kings of Leon - Use Somebody

9.86%

13

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6913 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: R.E.M - Shiny Happy People

71.83%

14

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6914 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Michael Franti - Say Hey

14.08%

15

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6915 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: ELO OR Electric Light Orchestra - Evil Woman

80.28%

16

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6916 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Green Day - Boulevard of Broken Dreams

67.61%

17

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6917 Please give artist and song title.
Answer: Pink Floyd - Another Brick in the Wall

74.65%

18

40 points

Question: HR 40 - Audio #6918 Please give artist and song title.

Answer: Beck - Loser
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60 points

15.49%

Question: What product has a print ad that states "Hogged even more than the remote?"
Answer: Cheez-It

84.51%

2

15 eoints

Question: If::tou haeeen to be in Ireland and someone finds

:)'OU

"boxin' the fox" , what are

you doing?
Answer: Robbing an orchard
12.68%

3

20 points

Question: In 2010 a mini comic was released and starred one of the shiniest heroes on the
market today. Surprisingly, this hero was the target of identity theft and, of
course, by the end had cleared his name and caught the bad guy. This was a
promotional comic and in the bottom left hand comer of the comic's cover it
says "Compliments of... " Please finish the sentence.
Answer: "Norton from Symantec"

67.61%

4

55 points

Question: AUDIO# 6799 This well known singer played an Australian folk hero. Name
the performer and the folk hero.
Answer: "Ned Kelly"; Mick Jagger

74.65%

5

20 points

Question: Please give us the stage name of the 1st female recipient of Billboard's
"Country Man of the Year" award and the year she won it.
Answer: Minnie Pearl, 1966

11.27%

6

60 points

Question: What is written on the side of the small red plane that fictional characters
Goofball, Max and Calamity take to make their way from Los Angeles to
Boston?
Answer: Bubba's Expert Crop Dusting

85.92%

7

20 points

Question: It's at-shirt: "Superheroes Have Issues Too." What is Wonder Woman's issue?
Answer: gamophobic (fears marriage)

85.92%

8

30 points

Question: Visual #24 Please give us the first names of these siblings.
Answer: Luke, Leia

84.5 1%

9

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6730 : This water product had munchkins rollerskating to what song?
Answer: Rapper's Delight
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60 points

60.56%

Question: Audio #6748 Name the movie that featured this theme music.
Answer: They Call Me Trinity

46.48%

2

15 points

Question: One makes the scene when things look mean. Another stays on the spot that's
hot. The third makes a crowd, no crooks allowed. Please name these three
superheroes and the name of their collective team.
Answer: Coil Man, Fluid Man, Multi-Man, The Impossibles - (Phone Bank - No partials
on Man/boy/woman/girl)

90.14%

3

20 points

Question: What is the supervillain alter ego of Zebediah Killgrave?
Answer: Purple Man - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

66.20%

4

40 points

Question: Name the only guest of Opium Magazine's Literary Deathmatch who has
appeared both as a contestant and a judge in Minneapolis. First and last name,
please.
Answer: Dessa Darling

84.51%

5

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6728 : Please name this character?
Answer: (The) Doctor (OR Doctor Who)

40.85%

6

60 points

Question: What is the first quote that appears in the book "Dali .. .Dali .. .Dali ... "?
Answer: "Beauty should be edible or not at all"

87.32%

7

25 points

Question: Visual# 27 According to his trainer this seven year old artist's favorite color
seems to be blue, his paintings have sold for hundreds of Pounds, and his best
work is seascapes. Please give us his name.
Answer: Xio Quang

88.73%

8

35 points

Question: What is the slogan for the fictional business Slow Jack's Race Shack? Please be
complete.
Answer: "You Can't Rush Speed"

70.42%

9

10 points

Question: AUDIO# 6739 : These words launched what pop culture sensation?
Answer: MTV
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60 points

60.56%

Question: For Christmas 2009, Jon tried buying Liz a gift from a girly boutique. Instead,
he wound up being harassed by an older female salesperson who put him in a
half-Nelson and force-fed him bath oil beads. Please tell us what Jon said he
smelled like after the ordeal. We are looking for the exact wording and order he
gave.
Answer: "Coconut-cucumber-melon-vanilla-cherry-lemongrass-mango breeze"

87.32%

2

15 points

Question: Visual #36: We don't want to know WHO the characters are in this photo; it's
the Teen Titans. What we would like to know is what classic movie image are
they posed in?
Answer: The Breakfast Club

83.10%

3

20 points

Question: In this print ad, Jameson Triple Distilled Whiskey stated "maybe it's because
green is the new Black, on the other hand ... " What traditionally black object
was pictured with this ad but as a green item.

Answer: 8-Ball
16.90%

4

50 points

Question: What is the mascot for the fictional Empire City High School?
Answer: Fire Ants

5.63%

5

40 points

Question: Volume 19 in the trade paperback series "Usagi Yojimbo" shows a photo of the
creator and his son. Where was the photograph taken?
Answer: Niagara Falls

2.82%

6

60 points

Question: Finding new band members can be quite a chore. During auditions for a female
singer, Watt White can be seen wearing a T-shirt featuring a theatrical
production. What show do we see on his shirt? Please be complete.
Answer: Return to the Forbidden Planet

90.14%

7

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6740 : This is the lead in for what popular rock worthy song?
Answer: My Hero Zero

12.68%

8

50 points

Question: What is the superhero alter ego of Hugo Stalwart?
Answer: Captain Paradox

87.32%

9

10 points

Question: This car was first on a United States postage stamp in 1987. This year it is
featured again, marking an anniversary. What event is being honored and what
is the automobile known as?
Answer: Indy 500's 100th Anniversary; Marmon Wasp
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18.31%

60 points

Question: If you happened to be handing out Goosebumps Shrunken Head Gummies this
Halloween, what are the names of the 5 head shapes you might have been
giving out?
Answer: Slappy, Haunted Mask, Horror, Mummy, Curly

9.86%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6729: What were the two character names of this Dyanamic Duo?
Answer: Lori and Judy

87.32%

3

20 points

Question: What member of the Fa family did Mushu fail to protect, thus demoting him
from family guardian to gong ringer?
Answer: Fa Deng

46.48%

4

50 points

Question: Visual #33 In what Facebook game application would you find this superhero?
Answer: Ghost Trappers

90.14%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO # 6727 : What business is this person referring to?

Answer: Dunkin Donuts
11.27%

6

80 points

Question: According to the checklist in a newspaper ad for the Quaker 3D "Space Flight
to the Moon" picture series, what are the eight 3D space scenes you could
collect from the box?
Answer: Space Port, Rocket Ship Away, Stopover at Space Island, Passing Space Liner,
Wing Repair in Outer Space, Target Moon, Landing on Moon, Exploring Moon

92.96%

7

20 points

Question: What group of superheroes do Jake, Chance and Callie become whenever evil
plagues their city?
Answer: Swat Kats

85 .92%

8

30 points

Question: In "The Honor of the Samurai" game, what is the third game component listed
in the directions and what does it allow the player to do?
Answer: Ki; Draw OR play extra cards (or something similar)

39.44%

9

10 points

Question: Visual #4 1: What word is normally written on the bag that these 2 superheroes
are holding?
Answer: Smoffee
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65 points

90.14%

Question: AUDIO# 6751 : Please name the only sidekick that survives this event.
Answer: Martian Boyhunter

91.55%

2

15 points

Question: Train asks Soul Sister if what 1980's band is playing on the radio?
Answer: Mr. Mister

26.76%

3

20 points

Question: While fictional character Tony Stark is celebrating his birthday, his friend
Rhodey sneaks into Tony's secure work area. What numeric combination does
Rhodey use to gain access to Tony's work area?
Answer: 7948

39.44%

4

40 points

Question: If you were this modern artist, your work would frequently be compared to
Lichtenstein, you would only be seen in an all black or all white suit and there
would be a song about you. Who are you?
Answer: Scott Seekins

69.01%

5

30 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional French Entertainer who lives by her family's
tradition that hearing a lion's roar means that one will soon fall in Jove?
Answer: Renee Fontaine

39.44%

6

75 points

Question: Do you love coffee? Well let me tell you about a budding romance between
Lisa Latte and Espresso Joe. Joe has been trying to win Lisa's heart and is
planning a special Valentine's Day get-together. With the help of the cafe

owner, Joe is trying to set up a romantic date. He has even picked the music.
You see him holding the CD of a soulful singer. What is the name of the singer
-- first and last please -- and the name of the CD?

Answer: Berry White, Soulful Food
91.55%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO # 6742: Please give us the stage name of this unlikely hunter.
Answer: Woody Allen

49.30%

8

50 points

Question: Visual #5 - If you owned this item, you would be able to tell us what it is,
where it originated and what time period it came from.
Answer: Spur, Spain (or Spanish), 15th OR 16th century ( or any year from 1401 to
1600)

85 .92%

9

15 points

Question: Who was the hero Letterman's turban-wearing arch nemesis?
Answer: The Spellbinder
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60 points

78.87%

Question: The movie has a maniac stalking people dressed as Santa Claus. What is the
name of the movie and who stars as herself?
Answer: "Don't Open Till Christmas", Caroline Munro

35.21%

2

15 points

Question: Who did the title design for the movie "The A-Team"?
Answer: Voodoo Dog

94.37%

3

20 points

Question: In 20 IO the film Avatar was blamed for a wave of depression characterized by
timid, nerdy guys being all broken up about not being blue, buff and living in
the trees of an alien rainforest. What early nineties Patrick Swayze film was
held responsible for a similar emotional epidemic, but among female filmgoers,
who lamented their boyfriends' lack of devotion and romance compared to
Swayze?
Answer: Ghost

14.08%

4

40 points

Question: These Michigan-based alternative rockers released their debut album in 1990.
Their most recent album, released twenty years later, shared its name with an
emo monster movie. What is the name of this group?
Answer: His Name Is Alive

61.97%

5

25 points

Question: Visual# 30: Darren, the newest member of the league can't fly , start fires or
vanish into air. When asked what he could do he took off his shoe and tapped
it. What did it become?
Answer: (bottle of) Heineken

61.97%

6

60 2oints

Question: Stan Lee 2ublished a book in 1977 with the title "The Su2erhero Women".

Please give us the first and last name of the person he dedicated it to.

Answer: Marie Severin
90.14%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6723 : Who is singing this song?
Answer: Robert Downey Jr.

7.04%

8

35 points

Question: At the age of 8, this fictional superhero was the "strong boy" at the circus, in
fact he was the youngest "strong man" ever. What is the name of this
superhero?
Answer: Superguy

78 .87%

9

15 points

Question: Who hit the first home run out of Target Field?
Answer: Clint Ewing
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250 points

0.00%

Question: AUDIO #6758: In the words of Trey Parker, "The hours approaching, to give it
your best, you've got to reach your prime, that's when you need to put yourself
to the test, and show us a passage of time, We're going to need a montage." We
have a clip of 30 animated superhero themes and we need you to give us the
name of the show the theme is associated with.
Answer: The Tick; Super Chicken; Hammerman; The Adventures of American Rabbit;
Bananaman; Justice League; (The) Super Hero Squad; Darkwing Duck; Duck
Dodgers; Space Ghost Coast to Coast; Jana of the Jungle; Atomic Betty; Aeon
Flux; Powerpuff Girls; Atom Ant; Earthworm Jim; Loonatics Unleashed;
Superman: the Animated Series; Captain Caveman (and the TeenAngels);
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles; Bravestarr; Buzz Lightyear of Star Command;
(Blue Falcon and) Dynomutt; Plastic Man; Spiderman (the New Animated
Series); Teen Titans; Ben 10; Hong Kong Phooey; X-Men; (The) Challenge of
the Super Friends - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

91.55%

2

10 points

Question: David Letterman had help with reading a top IO list called "things that sound
cool when spoken by a giant robot." Who was the guest that helped him with
the list?
Answer: Optimus Prime

78.87%

3

20 points

Question: The last words spoken from the moon were from Eugene Cemon, commander
of the Apollo 17 Mission on 12-11-72. Please give us the exact words spoken.
Answer: "As we leave the moon at Taurus - Littrow, we leave as we came, and, God
willing, we shall return, with peace & hope for all mankind".

21.13%

4

45 points

Question: What model of hair piece does big screen character Mr. Duggan want to order
from Colm and George? Please be complete.
Answer: Tony Curtis Deluxe

90.14%

5

25 2oints

Question: AUDIO # 6724 : These two i:oung ones were caught in a rock slide. What hero

came to help them?

Answer: Hercules
0.00%

6

75 points

Question: This freighter has a cruising speed of200 miles per second, 750,000
horsepower, carries 51 officers, 410 able spacemen and can haul 50,000 tons.
What is the complete name of this rocket ship?
Answer: Trans-Spacianic Gyro-Blast number XL-71

18.31%

7

25 points

Question: Visual #16: Please give us the six words after "Who else but..."
Answer: The World Famous Met Life Representative

85.92%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO# 6746 : What two actresses are speaking here?
Answer: Carol Burnett and Dinah Shore

32.39%

9

15 points

Question: There are only three radio stations in the United States whose call letters spell
out the name of the town they reside in. Please give us those three towns now.
Answer: Waco (Texas), Ware (Massachusetts), Wise (Virginia)
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250 points

11.27%

Question: The first "grand slam" homerun in the Metrodome happened during a high
school game. Please give us the first and last name of the player who hit the
grand slam and the two schools involved in the contest. Please be complete.
Answer: David (or Dave) Wiser; St. Thomas Academy (vs.) Washburn High School

83.10%

2

15 points

Question: Santa Cruz, California was one of the first cities to ban rock and roll music.
What was the name of the regional band that was playing at the Civic
Auditorium that led to the ban?
Answer: Chuck Higgins and His Orchestra

83.10%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6734 : Ah ... love is in the air, or is it? Who is this singer referring to?
Answer: The Joker (OR "Puddin"' OR "Mister J")

15.49%

4

50 points

Question: What is the alter ego of the superhero Batspy?
Answer: Bobolink Weemer

78.87%

5

25 points

Question: The Watchmen, the subversive super group created by Alan Moore and Dave
Gibbons was originally meant to be comprised of established comic heroes who
had recently been acquired by DC Comics. Name the heroes who were rewritten as The Comedian, Dr. Manhattan, Silk Spectre, Rorschach, Night Owl
and Ozymandias.
Answer: Peacemaker, Captain Atom, Nightshade (or Phantom Lady), The Question,
Blue Beetle, Thunderbolt

40.85%

6

60 points

Question: In the story "Hitler's Astrologer", the Shadow and his crew drive under a street
banner advertising for a rally at Madison Square Garden. Who is the guest
speaker at this event? You must be complete.
Answer: Charles A. Lindberg

84.51%

7

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6745 : What is the name of the character that states, "read my lips?"
Answer: Spider-Man - (Phone Bank - No partials on Man/boy/woman/girl)

35.21%

8

45 points

Question: Literary character Bud Caldwell always carries with him the sole photograph of
his mother. What is written on the banner above her in this photograph? Please
be complete
Answer: Boy and Girls - Follow the gentle light to the Miss B. Gotten Moon Park

76.06%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the city and state where the first DQ in the US opened and while
you are pondering that give is the location ofifDQ International as well.
Answer: Joliet, Illinois; Minneapolis, Minnesota
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250 points

26.76%

Question: Visual #4 - At age 4, this artist wanted to know "how the camera worked".
Please give us his name.
Answer: Bobby Sherman

63.38%

2

15 points

Question: Hayley dyed her hair green as part of a Green Party Rally. Her dad had such
issues with her hair he shaved her head bald while she slept. When Hayley
realized she was bald Dad came to the rescue with the choice of 3 wigs. What
three styles of wigs did Dad offer?
Answer: (The) Barbara Bush, (The) Nancy Reagan, (The) Maria Shriver

92.96%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO# 6744 : What kind of day is it going to be?
Answer: Spladoinkle (day)

71.83%

4

40 points

Question: The actor who played fictional character, Dr. Noah Drake, also played another
character on the same show. Please give us this other character's name and the
character with whom he had an affair on that show.
Answer: Eli Love, Anna Devane-Scorpio

76.06%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO# 6752: What is alive?
Answer: Robot Chicken

29.58%

6

60 points

Question: This Warner Bros. cartoon featured a film stating that is was the "earliest
known record of man." It was filmed in what breathtaking film process?
Answer: Cromagnonscope

88.73%

7

20 points

Question: Peter Parker had a radioactive spider. Maggie Nelson had a combination of a
foreign object bursting with energy, lightning and contact with a chameleon.
After she learned how to use her powers, she took the name of a shape-shifting
alien that had the same chameleon qualities that she had acquired and who had
sacrificed himself for the good of mankind. What superhero name did she take?
Answer: Mosaic

30.99%

8

50 points

Question: What music group does fictional character Reverend Mary Stone claim to be a
fan of?
Answer: Stone Roses

87.32%

9

15 points

Question: AUDIO# 6726 : Who is this singer?
Answer: Rick Springfield

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 50

250 points

12.68%

Question: Visual #38: Please tell us the first and last name of this cute kid.
Answer: Michael Padgett

88.73%

2

20 points

Question: Visual #45: Who is this character?
Answer: Superman - (TAKE ANY ANSWER)

91.55%

3

20 points

Question: Bruce Petersen, star catcher and dead-pull hitter, played alongside Mike Vadnie
for several years in the Saint Cloud Softball League. Please give us the color of
the orange bat that was his favorite stick?
Answer: Orange - (TAKE ANY ANSWER)

90.14%

4

20 points

Question: Who's on first?
Answer: TAKE ANY ANSWER

90.14%

5

20 points

Question: If you were a superhero, what would you call yourself and what would your
power be?
Answer: TAKE ANY ANSWER

90.14%

6

20 points

Question: Fill in the blank please, "Holy blank Batman!"
Answer: TAKE ANY ANSWER

91.55%

7

20 points

Question: Visual #46: Now that this weekend of Superhero Trivia is almost over, I think
we all deserve a treat. What flavor of ice cream would you want on this cone if
it were yours?
Answer: TAKE ANY ANSWER

88.73%

8

20 points

Question: What statement sets up the response, "That's what she said."?

Answer: TAKE ANY ANSWER
87.32%

9

20 points

Question: Check out the only 201 I Goat Posse video on YouTube, entitled "ABC Gum".
According to the credits, how many goats were harmed in the making of this
video?
Answer: None - (TAKE ANY ANSWER)
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Superheroes of Trivia Accolades:
Derik Wright
I just want tQ say from the team Just Wright that we are sorry we couldn't be at the award ceremony our
first trivia weekend was a little rough for the 50 hours. But we watched it with half open eyes on TV and
saw w~ got 53rd. Next year we will be back, more preparecl, more awake, more coffee, and more points.
Thanks for the awesomeness of crazy questions.
Aaron White
c;·;:~·a1: Job once again to KVSC and all of you that play a part in TRIVIA! I missed you this year but listened. I
h~d to wqr~ this weekend but took today off just to come up and play only to wake up early this morning
With·some sort of honorary trivia stomach bug. It is good to know there is always next year!
Geo James
Th;inks KYS.C Trivial Had fun on a team for many years, but had a blast working the phone bank! Will lie
b,1ck nextyear!
Josh Miller
Glad tg hear so many teams from Duluth were in trivia. Since I wasn't able to drive down to my team In
Mpls ... maybe I should consider meeting some of the Duluth players!?
Angela Dotzler-

Thanks Trivia Team! We had a fabulous time this year! It was a close contest, the best I've ph1yed yeti
Possible theme suggestion: :Romance. Romancing the Trivia, I Heart Trivia, Trivia Romance, etc. etc.
Love is one of the most basic human emotions and comes in many forms. You'll find it in Lit~rature,
History, Sports, Music, Film, etc. You can love your spouse, love your pet, or love the color red. ·8ossip
rags are ~onstantly going on about hook-ups and break-ups and scandals. A plethora of possibilities.
Naomi Maina

The Trilii~ we~kend was amazjngll!Thanks KVSC for organizing this event.,.I had so much fun at the phone
bank on Sunday I never im,1gined it would be that fun 1111
Brian Prom

Thanks to KVSC for yet ano~her great trivia year. And thank you to all the adoring fans who vqted for my
alter-ego, 13rian McBoob. He's truly honored I
Thought for future Trivia Theme: Olympics.
Joseph Ohotto
I want to thank everyone for making this one of the best years ever. It's great seeing everyone together
again like.the big dysfunctional insomniacs that we are. It's truly a gift that we holi:I onto 011r sanity ~nd
decide to be torture~ again with incessant ringing in our ears and verbal barbs directed at our listening
holes I Love you all arid have a safe trip for those traveling beyond the (semi) frosty reaches of Minnesota I
Jeff Carmack
Thank you tQ everyone for making this a super awesome incredible spectacular Trivi;, W<!ekendl Ancl to
quote the fortune cookie th.at I picked up over at Some Loose Meat Sandwich Assembly R~qµired: "Now is
the best time for you to be spontaneous. Serendipity!" And it was! Until next year, Corn!
factory ~orker St2.:ia

Thank you @kvsc8_81fm for another great year of #trivia weekend!! We finished in 33rd place (o\Jt of 71
teams).
ahl_eson Alison f •cigi'\

1 hr and a half until #trivia\Veekend wraps up. SUPER thankful for the volunteers and staff who put this
together. (See what I did there?)

